A micromechanical model of the cochlea with radial movement of the tectorial membrane.
The function of the tectorial membrane in the cochlear micromechanics is uncertain. In modeling approaches some models have assumed it to be a resonator that participates in the sharp tuning mechanisms of the cochlea with its mass coupled to the ciliary stiffness of outer hair cells, being driven by the shear force between the reticular lamina and itself. This paper presents a different type of micromechanical model which assumes that the tectorial membrane is driven by a lymphatic fluid flow that can be shown to have a substantial radial component. It also assumes that the reticular lamina is relatively stiff and thereby restrains the top end of outer hair cells that exert a force to the basilar membrane via Deiters cells. When combined with a three-dimensional block model, it can simulate the sharp tuning mechanisms of the cochlea well.